
Class Blogs: to 

facilitate the 

learning process, 

we regularly 

post learning 

materials online. 

The content of 

the Class Blogs 

will enable 

parents to 

support their 

child at home. 

- Our text this term is The Silver Sword, which is a tale of a group of 
friends who are left to fend for themselves and need to hide from the 

German soldiers during WW2.

- Reading skills, grammar and writing will be linked to this book. 

- Grammar will consist of Y6 punctuation, word types and Y6 grammar 
features (superlatives/relative clauses/modal verbs) 

- Children will be asked to learn a spelling rule each week for their 
homework and will be tested each Friday on this rule.

- Children will also be asked to learn the statutory spellings for Year 5 and 
6 alongside their weekly spelling rule. 

- Common Factors and Common Multiples 

- Prime numbers to 100 and square and cube numbers 

- Order of operations (BODMAS) 

- Weekly arithmetic work (four operations, fractions, decimals and 
percentages) 

- Simplifying, comparing and ordering fractions 

- Adding and subtracting fractions 

- Using Google Classroom and the Class Blog, keep up to date with weekly 
homework.

- The Science topic is Evolution and Inheritance.

- Children will be learning about the Evolution theory by Charles Darwin

- We will be discussing why different animals live in different habitats and 
the reasons behind this.

- We will be questioning what evolutionary adaptations animals and plants 
have made to survive in their environment.  

Computing - What is coding? Why is coding important? Using text based 
programming that use words and numbers to create instructions 

Topic- WWII focus- home front.

Art - Studying a variety of artists with work based around WWII. 

PE - Creative Skills 

RE - How do Christians express their beliefs? 

Educational Experience -

Both classes will attend Herd Farm Residential.

Christmas Events:

Christmas Movie Night- Tuesday 30th November at 
3.15pm

Christmas Performance- Thursday, 9th December at 
2.30pm.

Christmas Jumper Day- Friday 10th December
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